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In this talk we will discuss some initial experiments which form part of a 
new program aimed at significantly extending the range of high pressures and 
densities which nay be explored in laboratory egoation-of-state (BOS) experi
ments. These experiments will utilize high-energy lasers, such as those 
employed in the Lasia: Fusion Program at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL), 
to generate intense shock waves in materials of interest. 

When we first fcxjgan thinking about this program, we performed a series of 
calculations, using the laser-fusion computer code LASNEX, to find out how 
large a pressure we might be able to achieve with the LLL lasers. The results 
are shown in Figure 1. This shows the maximum shock-wave pressure which 
IASNSX predicts for the irradiation of four different materials*—deuterium, 
lithium hydride, iron, and uranium—by four laser systems. The smallest of 
these lasers is JANUS5, which we are now employing in our initial experiments. 
ASGDS and SfflVA are also operational, with SUVA, of course, being the world* s 
most powerful laser at present. SHIVA NOMA is planned for the early 1980's. 
Also shown as the crosses in Figure 1 are the maximum pressures attainable in 
these materials by the best present in-laboratory means > 

*These calculations were based on the irradiation of 1-mm-diam. flat disks. 
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light-gas guns. It is immediately seen that even with the least powerful of 
the HiL lasers, shock pressures can be generated which exceed those possible 
by any other in-laboratory means. In low-Z materials the present range of 
pressures could be extended by an order of magnitude with JANUS. With ARGUS 
and SHIVA, a very interesting pressure regime, where atomic shell effects be
come important, could be experimentally addressed for the first time. 

One fundamental problem associated with doing laser-driven EOS experiments 
is the extreme nature of the time and spatial scales one must work with. The 
pulses generated by the high-energy mode-locked lasers mentioned above are 
typically no longer than about cne nanosecond. This means that the shock will 
travel no more than a few nanoseconds (or several tens of microns) before it 
is over taken and attenuated by rarefaction waves from the released ablation 
front. This defines the duration of the experiment, and, along with other 
considerations, the maximum size of the BOS target. Consequently, any time 
resolved measurement in such an experiment must be made with unusually high 
time resolution (a few picoseconds) for the experiment to be meaningful. 
Diagnostic techniques used in conventional shock-wave experiments (e.g., 
self-shorting electrical pins) simply are of no use here. 

In our first experiments, we are measuring shock velocities. The tech
nique is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. A high-pressure, high-
temperature (several. eV) shock front is produced by laser irradiation and 
traverses the target with some characteristic shock velocity. The idea is to 
use an ultrafast streaking camera to monitor the time dependence of the 
brightness of the rear surface of the target. Now, the bright shock front 
will only become visible to the camera when it has approached to within a few 
skin-depths of the rear surface. Then the camera should record a quasi-
exponentially growing optical signal, whose rise time is approximately 
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equal to the skin depth divided by the shock velocity. For the pressure 
regime we intend bo study, this rise time will be no more than about ten pico
seconds. This is comparable to the time resolution of state-of-the-art 
image-converter streaking cameras. Thus, this technique gives us a way to 
make shock arrival time measurements to about ten-picosecond accuracy. Meas
urement of the shock velocity then merely requires the fabrication of a 
precision-measured stepped target (see Figure 3) and the measurement of the 
transit times across the precisely measured steps. 

The targets used in our initial JANUS experiments are vapor-plated alum
inum stepped disks. Their dimensions are shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 5 shows a streaking-camera picture of the rear surface of such an 
irradiated disk. This experiment was conducted at JANUS and consisted of 
focusing a 66 Joule, 300 picosecond Gaussian pulse onto a 600-micron diameter 
spot on the target surface. Light emitted from the rear surface was imaged 
onto the slit of an ultrafast streaking camera. At early times (̂ 0.5 nano
seconds after the pulse has arrived at the target) a dark shadow of the target 
is clearly seen in the photograph. This shadow is seen against a bright back
lighting source produced by the hot plasma from the laser-matter interaction 
region. 

At about 1.0 nsec, a signal associated with the shock arrival at the first, 
step is observed, and at 1.45 nsec, light associated with shock breakthrough 
at the second step is seen. A microdensitometry study of this photograph re
veals that the rise times of these signals are no greater than 25 picoseconds, 
as expected from the above discussion. 

The average shock velocities obtained from this photograph and from 
another shot are compared to theoretical predictions in Figure 6. Here the 
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average shock velocities measured in the two steps of the targets are plotted 
as functions of the incident laser intensities. Also shown are the LASNEX 
predictions for the average shock velocities in these steps. Within the 
accuracy of these initial experiments (about + 10%), the agreement between 
theory and experiment is impressive. 

Plotted along the left vertical axis in Figure 6 is the pressure calcu
lated for these shock velocities. We see that pressures as high as 25 mega-
bars are indicated. Note how this compares to the maximum pressure producable 
in aluminum by present experimental techniques, about 2 megabars. 

Of course, this measurement does not constitute an BOS measurement. For a 
complete shock-wave BOS measurement, an additional property—e.g., pressure, 
particle velocity, density, etc.—must be measured in addition to shock vel
ocity. Nor is the accuracy with which we can measure shock vel<x:ity in a 
JANUS experiment sufficient for meaningful BOS work. To see this, we point 
out that any theoretical model for compressed aluminum could have been used to 
calculate pressure from shock velocity in Figure 6 and would have produced re
sults which lay within the error bars. Thus, the present accuracy is insuffi
cient to permit us to accurately assess the merits of various theories of 
condensed matter—this is our goal, and to achieve it we'll need shock 
velocity measurements of 1-2% accuracy. 

However, let's not overlook the significance of these initial feasibility 
experiments. They do show for the first time that 

• the optical diagnostic technique may be used for measuring shock 
velocities on ultrashort time scales, and 

• indicate that ultrahigh pressures can be achieved which are in good 
agreement with theory and which far exceed pressures generated by any 
other laboratory means. 
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In order to make our shock velocity measurements more accurate, longer 
pulses are needed. This requires more laser energy so that pulse stacking can 
be used. Our calculations show that with a 6-9 nanosecond pulse, potentially 
achievable with a laser the size of ARGOS, shock velocity measurements accur
ate to near one percent could be obtained. 

Our first complete EOS measurements will be of the impedance match t^pe. 
In this experiment, two materials (one whose BOS is presumably known) are 
butted together and a shock propagated through them. Shock velocities in both 
materials are measured, and, by matching boundary conditions, an BOS point for 
the unknown material may be obtained relative to that of the known material. 
In our early experiments, materials such as Be and Li will be used as our 
known materials, since their properties are relatively well known, theoreti
cally. 

Fi ;ure 7 compares several impedance-matching experiments for Al-W tar
gets. Here, a schematic plot of calculated pressure and particle velocity is 
shown. Note that with the light gas gun, the best present technique, pres
sures in W no higher than about five megabars can be achieved. With JANUS, 
pressures above 10 Mbar in W could be measured, though the accuracy would be 
poor due to the short pulse length. With an upcoming upgrade of JANUS, de
signed to yield longer, more energetic pulses, pressures in the 13-20 Mbar 
range could be produced and measured with an accuracy of roughly + 5%, which 
is approaching that needed for useful BOS research. With ARGUS, the trans-
20-Mbar regime could be explored, and potentially high-accuracy measurements 
could be made. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. D.O.E. under contract 
#W-7405-Eng-48. 
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SHOCK VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN METALS 
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STEPPED ALUMINUM DISK TARGETS .is 
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STREAK PHOTOGRAPH OF THERMAL RADIATION 
FROM LASER DRIVEN SHOCK WAVE 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN JANUS EXPERIMENTS AND 
LASNEX PREDICTIONS FOR STEPPED AL TARGETS 
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Figure 6 
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COMPARISON OF ALUMINUM-TUNGSTEN 
IMPEDANCE-MATCHING EXPE RIM ENTS 
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Figure 7 


